by Esther Landhuis

Ants in Space
How do ants search for something in a wide-open
space? What about in outer space? Learning the
answers is helping scientists design robots and
may someday help them better understand the
brain, the Internet, and other complex systems.
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magine living in a community of thousands where everyone’s survival requires hauling objects 20 times their body weight and hustling a hundred miles for a bite to eat.
What’s more, most can barely see, and no one tells anyone else what to do.
No problem, if you’re an ant.
From parched deserts and tropical rainforests to kitchen counters and school
playgrounds, ants have figured out how to thrive almost anywhere on the planet. In
January 2014, they went even farther—all the way to the International Space Station.
Flying a couple hundred miles above the earth’s surface, this pioneer crew of 600
pavement ants was helping scientists crack an age-old mystery: how a group can search
an area thoroughly with nobody leading the way. (You might think the queen ant is in
charge, but her main job is laying eggs, not bossing around workers.)
The question matters far beyond the creepy-crawlies themselves. By studying how ant
colonies coordinate their searching, scientists hope to better understand the behavior of
other complex systems that work without a leader. Already, engineers have used knowledge about ant swarms to design fleets of flying robots. These robots can find pieces and
assemble them into cube structures—without colliding and with no one in command.
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Packed in a small box, ants run
in circles and bump into one
another a lot. But in a bigger,
less crowded box, ants move
in straight paths and avoid
colliding with their neighbors.

A dead ant gives off a
chemical called oleic acid.
This acid tells other ants to
carry the corpse to the
dump. A moment of silence
for this dead, acidic ant, please.

No One in Charge
Before crawling into the labs of modern scientists,
the hard-working ant fascinated thinkers throughout
history. The Greek philosopher Aristotle marveled at
social insects (those that live in colonies, such as ants or
wasps or termites). They have no master, he observed,
yet work as one unit. In the Bible, the author of the
book of Proverbs writes: “Go to the ant, O sluggard,
observe her ways and be wise, which having no chief,
officer or ruler, prepares her food in the summer and
gathers her provision in the harvest.”
In scientific experiments, colonies continue
to function even after certain ants, including the
queen, are removed. Ants thrive in all kinds
of environments. Yet “no ant knows, ‘we need
more food’ or ‘we need to build a new nest,’”
says Deborah Gordon, an ecologist at Stanford
University in California. “How is it possible
for the colony to work when nobody knows what
needs to be done?”
Gordon has researched ant behavior for more than
30 years. Working on her Ph.D. at Duke University in
North Carolina, she started out studying how embryos
develop. But it’s hard to watch cells divide and change
inside a growing embryo. Often she had to analyze
what had happened after the fact. “I wanted to see it as
it happens,” Gordon says.
One of her professors at Duke suggested studying
social insects instead. This wasn’t as much of a leap as
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it might seem. Just like an insect society has no principal barking orders to individual workers, an embryo
lacks a master controller. Instead, clusters of cells
organize to become an animal’s eye or heart simply
based on interactions with their neighboring cells.
Gordon first tried studying bees. It was frustrating.
“I got stung a lot,” she says. Plus, she adds, “it’s hard to
see what goes on inside the hive, and when they come
out, they fly off.”
She turned to ants when another Duke scientist
told her about a well-known study by American biologist Edward Osborne “E. O.” Wilson. At the time,
many considered him the world’s top ant expert.
Wilson had been curious about how ants can tell
when another ant is dead. In the study, he found out:
after an ant dies, its corpse gives off a chemical called
oleic acid. When Wilson dabbed the chemical
onto a chilled, healthy ant, colony members
mistook it for trash and carried it off to the nest
dump.
Intrigued, Gordon gave this experiment a try. But
instead of swabbing oleic acid onto ants, she coated
scraps of paper with the
chemical. Sure enough,
the ants took the paper
pieces to the dump.
But they only did this
when they were already
carrying over other

things, including dead ants. Sometimes the ants brought
the oleic acid–treated scraps into their nest, along with
lunch. Gordon concluded that ants may treat oleic acid
as garbage or as food, depending on what they’re doing
when they catch a whiff of the chemical.
Over the years, Gordon learned more about how
ant colonies function. Since most ants have poor vision,
they work by smell. They have to get close to the action
to know about it. And somehow, “all the interactions that ants have with each other, and their
responses to chemical cues, add up to create the
behavior of the colony,” Gordon explains.
Searching to Survive
With so many limitations, how do ants hunt for the
things they need? For an ant colony, searching well is a
matter of life and death. They must find food, water,
and places to live, while watching out for danger.
Gordon wondered how colonies explore a space in a
way that ensures they don’t miss anything.
It’s a bit like a group of people looking for a
lost contact lens on a soccer field. If many people are
searching, she says, each person can afford to spend a
lot of time scouring a small area. Their search paths
will look squiggly and indirect. But if there are fewer
searchers, each person will spend more time walking in
straight lines to cover more ground.
The same rules seem to be true for ants. When
many ants pack a small space, they scurry around in

little circles and bump into each other often. However, if
just a few ants are exploring a large area, they don’t meet
as frequently and tend to travel in straighter paths.
In other words, ants change their search behavior according to “density,” or how many other ants
are around them. And “they use how often they meet
someone else as a cue for density,” Gordon says.
Gordon has analyzed ant searches using specially
designed boxes that let researchers control the density of
critters inside. After letting the ants roam for a while
in one area, a scientist can open a barrier, doubling
the size of the search area. In the smaller space,
ants’ paths curve and turn. But in the bigger, lowdensity setting, their paths are straighter.
Lost in Space?
But what happened when this experiment was
done on the International Space Station, where
gravity’s pull is much lower?
Gordon sent her experiment to space to see how ants
adjust their searching behavior in less-than-perfect conditions. The findings may help researchers build complex
systems that work even when they’re missing information—for instance, robots that search a burning building
while flames or smoke block their communication signals.
Up in space, “every now and then, an ant would just
take off into the air, which means it’s not there to meet
other ants,” says Gordon. “That messes up the relationship
between density and how often the ants meet.”
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Top: A NASA astronaut observes an ant colony aboard
the International Space Station. Bottom: Will these
space ants find food, even though they might float into
the air at any time?

Even among ant-stronauts
that managed to stay on the
ground, the lack of gravity
made it hard to move through the
search chambers with their usual
purposefulness. “That one over there
looks like Michael Jackson,” jokes
Gordon, pointing at an ant in the
video footage that’s spinning out of
control like a break dancer.
When space ants were released into the larger
chamber, they didn’t straighten their paths like they do on
Earth. This shows that how often ants meet each other is
highly important for coordinating their searches, Gordon says.
But there are more than 12,000 known species of
ants roaming Earth. It’s likely “they have evolved different
approaches to searching,” Gordon says. She worked with
BioServe, an engineering center that works with NASA, to
design the ant searching study. And they’re inviting students
around the world to try the experiment themselves, using
ants collected in their own neighborhoods.
By plotting the ants’ paths on graph paper, or taking
videos on their cell phones, students can observe the behavior of their local ants in homemade search chambers. They’ll
add their observations to an online database, which can
teach scientists about the searching behavior of ants everywhere (see “Ants in Your Space”).

Ants in Your Space
Hundreds of students have already participated in
Deborah Gordon’s ant experiment, and you can
join them.
Go to musemagkids.com/explorations to find
instructions for building your own ant enclosure using
craft foam and other inexpensive materials. You can
collect ants by luring them into small vials with cookie
crumbs. Or you can use an aspirator, a tool for sucking the ants up (just make sure you don’t end up
with a mouthful of bugs).
Watch what happens when ants bump into
each other. Do they adjust their paths when a
space is less crowded? Afterward, you’ll upload
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your observations to an online database. “This may
help us to discover new algorithms for collective
searching that are used by ants never before studied by scientists,” Gordon says.

These robots mimic ant behavior, working together to solve problems. Here they appear to be playing Tetris,
but someday they might save lives.

Ant-Bots
Already, what researchers have learned about ant
colony behavior is helping them build machines
that do similar things.
Vijay Kumar, an engineer at the University of Pennsylvania, builds robots with ant-like search strategies.
Someday, his robots may be useful during natural
disasters. They could be sent into burning buildings
to find survivors or gas leaks, for example. Or the robots
might work in construction, transporting cargo and assembling the components into larger structures.
A key challenge is getting a group of robots to work
together. “With lots of robots, it’s impossible to coordinate
the information centrally in a manner fast enough for the
robots to accomplish a task,” Kumar explains.
Kumar was inspired by watching groups of ants carry
pieces of fig back to their nest in the Arizona desert. “The
ants don’t have any central coordinator,” he says. They
simply sense the object and sense their neighbors—and
that gets the whole group working together. “This is the
kind of coordination we want our robots to have.”
Using what they learned from ant societies,
Kumar and his coworkers created a team of robots
that can detect an object, surround it, and transport
it across the floor. Like ants, the robots “base their
actions only on local information—what they sense
from their neighbors,” Kumar says.
His lab is now using these ant-like strategies to
design flying robots.
Gordon sees hints of ant-like behavior in other
systems too. For example, brain cells add up chemical
cues from nearby cells to determine whether to send

their own signals. In the same way, an ant may decide
to forage based on how many neighbors it senses and
what chemicals they’re releasing, she says. The Internet
uses a similar approach to regulate data flow. In the
early days, data wouldn’t travel anywhere without a “go”
signal saying the communication path was clear.
And in medicine, Gordon thinks that
knowing how ants adjust their travel to find
resources—such as picnic food—might inspire
new strategies for slowing cancer. Maybe doctors can
prevent cancer cells from moving elsewhere in search of
resources.
“Ants have been performing amazing feats for more
than 130 million years,” Gordon says. “We have a lot to
learn from them.”

Esther Landhuis is a science writer living in the San Francisco
Bay Area. She earned a Ph.D. in immunology from Harvard,
so odds are she could outsmart pretty much any ant.
Do you like to work in a team, like an ant on the ground,
or do you prefer to work alone, like an ant in space?
Tell us at musemagkids.com/townhall.
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